
Liebherr Masters College

REVIEW Player

Name of the Player: Season 2016/17 Date:

Irvin Bertrand 1. Review 22.02.2019

Position: Next Review Date:

Player LMC

GOAL:

3. Showing the player exactly what is expected from him and give him possibility to improve

This chart is a guidance for the performance appraisal:

Insufficient

Improvement needed

Meet the requirements

Exceed the requirements

Outstanding

Player is achieving the requirements on a regulary basis.

Player is exceeding the reqirements and is an important example for others

Player is always exceeding the requirements and is an example for other 

players in strenth, will and moral

1. The performance and moral of the player should be reflected over the last 6-12 months in order to 

review the standings of their table tennis and other related areas

2. Reflecting the strengths and/or topics which need to be improved

Player is not achieving the requirements requested in Ochsenhausen. 

Immediate improvement is needed

Player is often not achieving the requirements in Ochsenhausen. 

Improvement is needed.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Results

League Balance x

World Tour x

Challenger Series x

National Team x

Other Tournaments:

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Mental Area

Approach/ Attitude x

Fighting Spirit x

Persistence x

Humility x

Mood x
Identification x
Group Spirit x

x

Comment:
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Average Results:

You showed results in the league, as well as international which are very positive developments to see. Keep up the consistency and make your way to the 

top!

Average Mental Area:

We were very happy to see a big improvement in this field. Results were coming, which leads to positive attitude and improved and focused practice. This 

improvement can increase the overall development. We would like to see emotional explosions in cruicial moments to bring your fighting spirit to the next 

level.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Physical Preparation

Strength/Stability x
Endurance x

Speed x
Balance x
Flexibility x
Power x

x

Comment:

Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Game

Footwork x
Forhand x
Backhand x

Passive Game (FH, BH, taking over) x

Above the Table (Flick, short-short, choop) x
Service x
Receive x

Far from the table (loobing, counter attack) x
Own game/style x
Stability x
Variations x
Consistency x

Average Game: x

Comment:
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Average Physical Abilities:

Your way of physical preparation is getting more smooth and steady, which is a good sign to stability. The fact, that you had no injuries in this season is a sign 

of physical strength you have achieved over the time. Now you know the way of practice, so continue the work, to maintain the strength and stability.

Hard work is paying off and we can see some developments in your game. Still, there are several point you need to improve to get more variation in the game. 

But you are on a good way and we are happy to continue working with you.



Insufficient
Improvement 

needed

Meet the 

requirements

Exceed the 

requirements
Outstanding

Off Table Activities

Helping out ( Pick Ups, ect.) x
Planning/ Organised x

Flat x
Lessons (German/English)

Car (condition/ accident ect.)

Beeing on time x
Extra work x

Average other things: x

Comment:

x

Signiture Player
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OVERALL RATING

Signiture Observer

It is  good that you are working on a big and important chapter of your life which is to get your school graduation. You are managing and organizing it good to 

find the balance between hard practice and your social life. Just continue and results will come!


